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Education Solutions

pathway
to success

'our future is in their hands - we must strive to provide
the best learning environment to facilitate this'

www.ashandlacy.com

Overview
Ash & Lacy Building
Systems - a true
building envelope
supplier, working in
harmony to achieve
the best learning
environment for our
future generations
Midlothian Schools - from concept to reality in sympathy with the environment
Schools and other educational establishments demand high
levels of design input, to maximise natural light, reduce
carbon emissions and provide low operational energy
usage, whilst maximising the learning experience.
At Ash & Lacy Building Systems, we pride ourselves on being
able to work with and as part of, the design team, to provide
the most cost effective solution, taking account of the client
and users requirements

Systems
I

I

Standing seam systems
- aluminium, steel or copper standing seam
- true thickness of metal quoted
- professional technical and advisory service

Green roof systems
-

lightweight system, reducing support structure costs
UK sourced sedum and nutrimat
robust perimeter detailing
engineered ancillary components

I

Rainscreen systems
- various systems to suit requirements
- quality, guaranteed products
- fully engineered support system for all applications

I

Fabrication service
- nationwide depot network
- complex fabrication capability at all depots

I

Refurbishment systems
- flat to pitch conversion system for flat roofs
- full design and drawing service for developing solutions

Experience
Having completed a number of schools throughout the United
Kingdom, with various Education Authorities, Local Authorities
and Main Contractors, Ash & Lacy can offer a wealth of
experience gained. The Midlothian Schools in Scotland were
supplied with ‘Green’ Roofs, providing an environmentally
acceptable appearance, whilst adding to the thermal efficiency
of the buildings.
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“We specified Ash & Lacy's
Ashzip standing seam roofing as
it enabled us to meet the strict
planning requirements, within
budget and allow us to create
individual, unique and distinctive
primary schools, the children
(and teachers!) are really happy
with their new school”
Brian McArthur, Aedas Architects

“These new primary schools have
been designed to provide an
exciting learning and teaching
environment which will allow
progressive development of
learning from nursery to primary
seven. Clusters of classrooms,
with sliding partitions, built
around an atrium, provide
distinct teaching areas, which
also include an outside
classroom area. All the schools
have multi-use games areas and
it is hoped that these will be
available for use by the wider
community outwith school times”
Councillor Peter Boyes, Cabinet Member
for Education and Lifelong Learning

Technical









Industry standards

Environmental issues

I

BB93 - Acoustic Design
of schools - including
requirements to reduce the
effects of rain drumming

I

ISO 140-18 - Testing
standards for UKAS
accredited testing laboratories

I

BBA Certification Independently verified
accreditation to cover
structural performance and
life expectancy

There are several benefits to choosing an Ashzip Insulated roof.
With Ashzip's onsite rolling, we can dramatically reduce the
number of deliveries, to help to improve the carbon footprint of
the build programme. In conjunction with site production, deep
thermally efficient constructions, that can provide ‘U’ values as
low as 0.10 W/m2K are available, which will not only reduce the
carbon foot print of the build, but also the performance of the
building resulting in reduced fuel and energy bills.

I

I

Robust details - detailing to
ensure air sealing and
effective joints
MCRMA Membership industry 'best practice'

Acoustics
Ash & Lacy have independently
tested several of their constructions to
incorporate sound reduction (SRI),
Internal sound absorption with
perforated decks & liners and Rain
noise testing to comply with BB93.
The main issue is to gain the correct
understanding of, and being able to
interpret BB93. Ash & Lacy are able to
offer assistance with this and provide
systems developed to include rain
noise reduction membranes.

'U' value calculations
NBS Specifications
Full Test Data for
Sound Reduction /
Sound Absorption /
Rain Drumming
Early stage design
assistance
CAD detailing
AWM independent
auditing
Approved and
trained contractors

Care of the environment is the biggest challenge that faces the
world, and we must ensure that we develop buildings and
systems that have the lowest impact. We have to give future
generations a world fit to live in.

Aesthetics & standardisation
A number of standard perimeter details are available along with
bespoke design assistance. More than ever designers require
the option to provide slim line perimeter details and avoid the
industrial look associated with metal roofs. Ash & Lacy have
completed numerous projects where light gauge cantilever
members have been incorporated into the roof void to provide
a support mechanism without the need for deep hot rolled stub
sections. Details and design assistance are available from Ash
& Lacy’s technical department.

Fire performance
The external sheets can be taken to have a notional AA
designation as defined by BS476-3:2004 and is there fore not
subject to the limitation of a minimum distance from any point
or boundary. Standard insulants specified are classed as noncombustible and will not assist with the spread of flame. The
designer must compartmentalise insulation zones where
required by building control.
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Commercial

After

Selection of School
Projects completed
by Ash & Lacy


Bailey Green
Primary School,
Killingworth
 Branksome Heath
Middle School, Poole
 Braidburn Special
School, Edinburgh
 Bramhall High
School, Stockport
 Caereinion High
School, Llanfair
Caereinion
 Cherry Willingham
Community School,
Lincoln
 Cranfield University
 De Montford
University, Bedford
 Deriview Primary
School, Abergavenny
 Elmhurst Ballet
School, Birmingham
 Feniscoles Primary
School, Blackburn
 Firrhill High School,
Edinburgh
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Before

During

The design of Education Sector Buildings provide totally different challenges to the designer than other
buildings. Firstly, the Design Team have to consider the total ‘Learning Experience’, and what gives the
student the best environment for development. Once that has been established, the other factors have to
be assembled around the core use of the building – Heating, Lighting, Solar Gain, Shading, Whole Life
Costing as well as Structural and Aesthetic considerations.
Ash & Lacy offer a complete design service, and working as part of the Design Team, can help to ensure
that the specification is achieved, whilst exceeding the client's expectations time and time again.
With the benefit of Independent Auditing, the Client has total confidence in the system and the construction
process.

Single source solution

Efficiency through flexible design

Ash & Lacy Building Systems can supply from their
own manufacturing processes, or through their
established Supply Chain Partners, everything to
allow a single source, and therefore, a single
responsibility, for the building envelope. Approved
Installers and Audited Supply Chain Partners,
provide assured quality of product and installation,
and with the additional benefit of Independent
Auditing, the Client can have total confidence in the
system being provided.

The Ash & Lacy range of products provide the most
cost effective and yet desirable solution to the
requirements laid down by the Specifiers.

Component miles

Ash & Lacy provide a
Pathway to Success and Achievement

With a nationwide network of depots, Ash & Lacy
can provide minimal component miles for products
supplied to a project - an important consideration
when assessing the overall environmental impact for
a project.

Ash & Lacy’s Technical Department are available to
advise and to assist in bespoke solutions to any
Architectural requirement. Our experience across all
sectors, gives the ability to draw on our technical
knowledge and understanding of the client’s
requirements.

Installation

Warranties
Ash & Lacy Building Systems are now offering an
audited warranty for their Ashzip projects, at no cost
to the customer.
In partnership with AWM – Alliance Warranty
Management – Ash & Lacy can now provide the
PROTECTOR WARRANTY, which ensures quality
control of the workmanship and materials
throughout the roofing operation. This not only gives
the client and the building owner peace of mind, it
guarantees that there are no hidden problems which
could manifest themselves later.
In short, by auditing the materials and
workmanship,
a
project’s
long
term
investment potential is maximised.
Material warranties are available for almost any
product, however this is often limited to the product
itself and only valid if installed correctly according
to the manufacturer. The AWM PROTECTOR
WARRANTY ensures that not only are the specified
materials being used, regular site inspections
confirm that they are being correctly installed. Poor
workmanship, or lack of understanding of either the
requirements or the products themselves, will
inevitably lead to problems.
Where a client wants peace of mind that a building
is being constructed correctly, with the specified
materials, but does not want a fully insured system,
then AWM PROTECTOR WARRANTY provides just
that, thanks to weekly inspections and regular audit
reports.

KEY BENEFITS
I

Independent Drawing/Design Review

I

Weekly Site Inspections to Audit
Workmanship

I

Airtightness Audit

I

Full Reporting System

I

Compliance with Building Regulations

I

Compliance with Good Working Practice

All advice and site audits are covered by £5,000,000
Professional Indemnity Insurance through Building &
Land Guarantees Ltd
Should the client or building owner require additional
cover against latent defects, then the AWM
PIONEER WARRANTY is available, at additional
cost. This is a fully insurance backed warranty, and
provides exclusive 10 year insurance against latent
defects. In addition, a long term assurance in excess
of the PIONEER WARRANTY is available. The
PATHFINDER WARRANTY provides and additional
warranty for 15 years, making the total assured
period 25 years.

Preferred contractor network
All installers of the Ash & Lacy Standing Seam Roofing,
Rainscreen Cladding and Ashjack 'Flat to Pitch'
systems are trained by Ash and Lacy to ensure
competence in fixing those products. A list of Preferred
Contractors is maintained, and this is supplied to Main
Contractors or Specifiers when required giving peace
of mind that the project will be undertaken by a
competent sub-contractor, who has been trained in the
products supplied. This, combined with the AWM
independent Auditing, means that Ash & Lacy offer the
specifiers total confidence.
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Benefits
I

On site rolling available, reducing
deliveries



I

Refurbishment of old flat roofs with
'Ashjack' system



I

Range of roofing finishes through
extensive Supply Chain Network



I

Guaranteed products throughout

I

Competent installation by trained
operatives



I

Independent auditing available for
additional peace of mind



I

Full design and development team
for advice at all stages

Full details of the AWM Warranties are available
from Ash & Lacy Building Systems Ltd. Ash & Lacy
Building Systems strive to provide the best possible
product to the client, and the AWM Warranty
scheme is further proof of the commitment to their
quality and integrity.




Forres Academy,
Forres
Four Dwellings
Primary School,
Quinton
Frederick Gent
School, South
Normanton
Glyncoed
Comprehensive
School, Blaenau
Gwent
Great Barr School,
Great Barr
Greenfaulds High
School, Cumbernauld
Herringthorpe
Infant School,
Rotherham
Hopewell School,
Ashford
James Brindley
High School,
Stoke-on-Trent
Kaskenmoor School,
Oldham
Kelvin Campus,
Glasgow
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Environment
Selection of School
Projects completed
by Ash & Lacy
 Manor High
School, Oadby
 Meadows
Community School,
Chesterfield
 Moorland Primary
School, Cardiff
 Moorside Primary
School, Lancaster
 Norden High
School, Blackburn
 Norton Canes
High School, Cannock
 Oakridge Infant
School, Basingstoke
 Oxgang Primary
School, Edinburgh
 Park Hill Primary
School, Wednesbury
 Perryfields Primary
School, Oldbury
 Rhyd Y Penau
Primary School,
Cardiff
 Salford College,
Manchester
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THE UK's SUSTAINABLE AGENDA IS SEEN AS HAVING AN IMPACT
ON ALL CONSTRUCTION SECTORS
Aluminium is regarded as the most re-cyclable material used in construction. It is truly a 'cradle-to-graveto-cradle' product.
The care of our environment is the biggest challenge facing all of us, and ensuring that there is minimal
impact when developing a project, is a major concern for Ash & Lacy. Attention to detailing, providing
adequate ventilation and natural light impact not only on the cost of a project, but also on it's environmental
impact. Developments such as Green and Bio Diverse Roofs not only encourage wildlife, but also absorb
CO2, returning Oxygen back into the atmosphere.

Elmhurst Ballet School - from concept to reality

Energy cost savings
Air leakage and solar gain have an impact on the heating or cooling requirements for a building. Attention
to these factors will provide savings in energy costs, and provide less of an impact on the environment.
Ash & Lacy's technical department can advise on detailing, particularly for junctions and changes of level,
to create high levels of air-tightness.

Whole life costing
When deciding on a building specification,
whether it is for a new build or for a
refurbishment, it is important to consider the
Whole Life Costing. The chart shows a
comparison of the whole life costing for an actual
refurbishment project, with a replacement flat
roof, compared to a 'flat-to-pitch' conversion,
which allow additional insulation to be
incorporated.
Figures based on an actual project completed in 2008

Achievement

I

Ash & Lacy experience in BSF and other Education Products

I

Ashure Warranty Scheme, supplemented by AWM Warranty
and Independent Auditing

I

Technical expertise and experience

I

Extensive range of ‘own’ products

I

Extensive ‘Supply Chain Partner’ Network

I

Trained Approved Contractor Network

I

Experience in completing numerous schools throughout the UK
Selection of School
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30 years plus

Peace of mind

All Ash & Lacy products carry a warranty, either
for the life of the products supplied directly, or
from the Supply Chain Partners. Aluminium
Standing Seam Roofing, for example, is
guaranteed for a functional life in excess of 30
years, and with correct inspection and
maintenance, over 60 years is possible.

Ash & Lacy's professional approach to every
project gives the specifiers and end client the
peace of mind when specifying. Working as part
of the Design Team, Ash & Lacy can assist in
developing a cost effective solution whilst
maintaining the overall concept of the building.



I

Synonymous with product innovation
and engineering for 150 years



I

Wide range of components and
bespoke products



I

National distribution and depot
network



I

Committed to sustainable
development

I

On site rolling reduces CO2

I

5 BREEAM Credits



I

Careful consideration of embodied
energy implications



I

Cradle to grave warranty scheme

I

Sustainable procurement policy

The Ash & Lacy’s ASHURE WARRANTY
SCHEME gives total confidence in the materials
and products supplied. All products are covered
by the Warranty and the Approved Contractor
Network provides surety that everything is
correctly installed. All Approved Contractors
undergo training by Ash & Lacy in the handling,
use and installation of their products.

Maintenance
All Ash & Lacy products are supplied with a
Maintenance Pack, giving details of the
inspections and maintenance needed to prolong
the useful life of a building. A proper and
scheduled cycle of inspection and maintenance
will avoid problems and enhance the functional
life of the building.

Ash & Lacy Building Systems the natural choice for the future
of Education









St Thomas Moor
School, Manchester
Tilbury Manor Junior
School, Tilbury
The Bishop of
Hereford’s Bluecoat
School
The Grange School,
Aylesbury
The Kings School,
Wolverhampton
The Moat House
Community Primary
School, Coventry
The Orchard School,
Oldbury
The Ridings School,
Calderdale
University of
Guildford
Wanstead High
School, Wanstead
White Hart Lane
School, Haringey
Woodcot Primary
School, Gosport
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Fabrications and Flashings
Fasteners and Accessories
Over-Roof Conversion Systems
Rainscreen Cladding Systems
Standing Seam Roofing Systems
Spacer Support Systems

West Bromwich. Bromford Lane, West Bromwich, West Midlands B70 7JJ
Tel: 0121 525 1444 Fax: 0121 525 3444
also at: London. Gateway 3, Davis Road, Off Cox Lane, Chessington, Surrey KT9 1TD
Tel: 020 8391 9700 Fax: 020 8391 9701
Glasgow Unit 4b, Albion Trading Est, South Street, Whiteinch, Glasgow G14 0SY
Tel: 0141 950 6040 Fax: 0141 950 6080
E-mail enquiries to: sales@ashandlacy.com
Ash & Lacy reserve the right to amend product specifications without prior notice.
The information, technical details and fixings advice are given in good faith but are intended
as a guide only. For further information please contact Ash & Lacy Building Systems.
All products are supplied in accordance with the Ash & Lacy Terms & Conditions of Sale.

www.ashandlacy.com

